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Warning to parents and carers about inappropriate and unsuitable online viewing, games and 

related items- Poppy Playtime & Huggy Wuggy, 

We have been alerted to a video game called Poppy Playtime, being described by some users as an 
“introduction to horror.” Videos, versions of the game, and associated images are becoming increasingly 
popular on YouTube, Roblox, and other platforms used by young children.  

Poppy Playtime features frightening images, themes and songs 
that are paired with child-friendly items. The game involves a 
character investigating a mystery in an abandoned toy factory. As 
the player, you roam around the factory and collect VHS tapes to 
solve the mystery of what happened. You must solve puzzles 
while trying to survive the vengeful toys left behind. The factory’s 
most popular toy Huggy Wuggy – a giant, blue creature with 
bulging eyes, wide red lips, sharp teeth and long limbs – actively 
follows you around as you try to complete the game. He appears 
in the dark unexpectedly to try and catch you. If you get caught, 
Huggy Wuggy bears his wide grin and eats you. Players complete 
Chapter 1 by finding Poppy the doll. Chapter 2 is due to be 
released in April 2022 and there are trailers available to view. 

Despite this game originally only being available on PC, there are multiple copycat versions of it for 
children to download and play on Roblox, Minecraft, and all app stores. It’s important to note that none 
of these games are age-restricted although some apps have a Pegi rating of age 12+. Poppy 
Playtime is also a part of the streaming phenomenon on YouTube, with popular YouTubers recording 
themselves playing the game and reacting to it. While these videos are not available on YouTube Kids, 
there are lots of videos with associated content specifically for children that would encourage them to 
seek out the source. It’s important to note that while children may not have played Poppy Playtime 
themselves, they may have watched a video of someone else playing it. 

The unassuming title of the game can be confusing for parents and children. A number of 
children in each year group have mentioned this unsuitable game and the concerning Huggy 
Wuggy character who sings songs about hugging and killing. A number of children have 
mentioned that they actually have the soft toy from the game. We have looked online and found 
that soft toys, books and dressing up outfits are all easily available to buy. Children in all classes 
have been spoken to about playing games or talking about Huggy Wuggy or Poppy. 

When Poppy Playtime is searched for with Google SafeSearch and YouTube Restricted Mode turned 
on, and the exact same top results came up when turned off. Posts relating 
to Poppy Playtime can be found across Twitter, Instagram, and TikTok. 
Huggy Wuggy and Poppy Playtime can be easily viewed on Youtube 
channels and because of its friendly name it is able to infiltrate firewalls 
and filters. There have also been other age-appropriate sounding games 
containing concerning content mentioned by children in discussion with staff.  

Please be vigilant about what your children are watching as this kind of viewing can cause concern and 
distress.  

Kind regards, Ms R Thomas Headteacher & the Safeguarding team 
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